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Abstract

We present a method relying on expansion textures to add details such as folds on a surface. The user paints the expansion attributes on the surface (amount and direction of expansion, wavelength and regularity of folds), using either interactive or procedural tools. The modeling system generates the folds by calculating the new surface equilibrium. Results show that this tool allows CG artists to easily control the aspect of folds and drapes by adding surface locally, which is close to the way sculptors think. Our original contribution does not lie in the equilibrium solver, but in the very principle of texturing expansions to specify shapes details.
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1. Introduction

Drape and folds occur in many situations (see Figure 2), from gravity or friction acting on cloth material to growth of elastic surfaces with constraints (e.g. aged coat layers, biological or geological developing surfaces). The sequence of actions that have shaped a given folded surface can be very complex or unknown (e.g. for an unmade bed sheet), and the original state of the surface can be much artificial (e.g. for a cloth). As a consequence the physical simulation of these objects, which supposes that initial state and acting forces are known, is often difficult to apply in practice.

However, traditional artists know how to paint or sculpt drapes, without having to define state and forces nor having to simulate the physics. Moreover, different situations can lead to similar shapes, what allows artists to rely on various intuitions to interpret the shapes they have in mind or in front of their eyes. For instance, artists create new shapes or modify an existing one (either mentally or in reality) by adding or suppressing matter, rather than considering an ideal initial state and applying a series of physical forces to shape it.

Our purpose is to ease the work of CG artists by offering them a painting-oriented way of designing physical deformations such as drapes and folds. Our approach consists in starting with an initial state which is an approximation of the final state (e.g. a cylinder in the case of the tablecloth of Figure 2, or the body for drape clothes). This is similar to a sculptor or a painter first sketching the envelope or the silhouette of his work. Then we implement the ‘adding matter’ paradigm for shaping the surface by considering user-controlled expansion or contraction operators, which can be isotropic or anisotropic. The control can be either interac-
tive through maps, or procedurally based. The modeling system produces the folds by solving the surface equilibrium, which is eased by the fact that the initial state is geometrically close to the final state.

Our engine is similar to a physical simulator, although it does not need to simulate the dynamics. Moreover we subdivide the surface only whenever needed, i.e. when and where the user adds folds. In this paper we show several applications of this principle in order to illustrate its convenience.

Figure 2. Some drapes and folds from the real world: a scrunchy, real or sculpted clothes, a tablecloth, an aged paint coat, folds on macadam and a plastic cover lying on the ground.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the existing work related to the modeling of details and the simulation of folds. Then, we describe our expansion texture technique from the user’s point of view in Section 3, and from the programmer’s point of view in Section 4. We show and discuss our results in Section 5, and conclude in 6.

2. Previous Work

There are different ways exist to shape the geometric details necessary to make CG objects look real. This includes two different aspects: how to define or control the content and how to represent the details.

The first aspect is addressed by:
- interactive tools allowing the user to define explicitly the details, such as free form deformations (FFD) [24, 7] or direct painting on surface [16].
- procedural tools which let the user control the parameters of an automatic detail generator, which can be generic [20, 11, 13] or specialized [12, 23, 22, 1, 32].
- simulation tools which reproduce physical laws to be solved, used in particular for cloth material [25, 5, 2] and for some biological patterns [14, 31, 27].

The second aspect, i.e. the way to represent the details, may involve:
- polygonal meshes and other 3D surface encodings,
- displacement maps, i.e. texture encoded relief that can be translated into geometry at rendering time [29, 15],
- volumetric textures [17, 18] and hypertextures [21], encoding the details on a non-surfacic way,
- bump maps [4] which fake geometry by modifying the shading of the surfaces.

Transition between these representations are defined in [3, 6].

The idea of simulating growth has been introduced in the scope of biological objects [28, 23, 22]. The shape of elastic surfaces such as cloth material at equilibrium is generally obtained through physical simulations [25, 5, 2] although some geometric tools are also used to fake the physics [9]. As D’Arcy Thompson [26] suggests for natural objects, there are several possible approaches to explain a given shape.

Interactive tools like Maya Artisan™ are convenient for the user, but they require the explicit design of shapes which can be very tedious for details. Simulation tools are accurate and generate natural looking shapes, but obtaining the final shape can take a long time. Moreover the user has to define an initial state and to explicitly provide the material parameters and the acting forces which might not be known: a sculptor reproducing a shape he has in mind or in front of his eyes cannot easily describe it as a mechanical experiment. Procedural tools allow for a high level control of the shape, which is very useful for the user. However such tools have been proposed mainly in the scope of texturing [20, 11] and only few of them are used to create geometry.

Our goal is to model geometrical shapes looking similar to the result of physical simulation while providing the user with high level of control of the shape details, as if he were
using a procedural tool. Our main concern is thus the first aspect reviewed above, i.e. the way the generated details are created. On the second aspect, though our current implementation is limited to generating polygonal meshes, it should be possible to adapt our scheme to the generation of other representations such as displacement maps or bump maps. In this paper, we concentrate on drape and fold patterns which have been largely used in classical art, but are very difficult to model using today’s CG tools.

3. Expansion textures from the user’s point of view

The principle is to let the user control the high-level parameters either globally or by painting their variations on the surface (through various means, either interactive or not). The solver (which is part of the modeling system) modify the mesh to generate the new surface equilibrium, thus adding details – the folds – to the main surface. This result will be computed either interactively or off-line depending of the complexity of the task. Figure 3 illustrates an interactive session.

The handles correspond to the expansion: the user controls the amount and direction of surface expansion, and provides extra information such as the desired wavelength and the amount of regularity. The expansion is given by a tensor field, which can be figured locally by an ellipse. In the special case of an unidirectional expansion, this tensor field collapses into a vector field.

The secondary handles correspond to the surface degrees of freedom. In our implementation, we account for the freezing of surface locations in 1 to 3 directions, extra forces (representing sticking or gravity), and collision detection (e.g. to simulate sticky coat or molded shapes).

The parameters corresponding to the primary handles are similar to the shaders in powerful rendering software. They can be input in different ways depending whether they are uniform or locally variable, and how the user prefers to tune them. Moreover, these parameters can be a scalar, a vector or a tensor. In our implementation, we allow the user to control the parameters interactively, procedurally or through maps. Non-scalar maps can be considered either as coupled scalar maps (which can be specified using regular paint programs) or vector maps. Although we implemented a GUI for parameters specification, our contribution is not in the human-computer interaction: numerous articles and softwares already deal with the painting of attributes, including vectorial or tensorial elements (e.g. the brush orientation in a paint program).

As for texture shaders, the expected complexity and the required quality of the result conditions the context of use: simple surface editing can be processed interactively while highly complex shapes are better specified by relying on maps or procedural definitions.

4. From the programmer’s point of view

As stated in the introduction, defining the surface equilibrium knowing the constraints is a standard mechanical problem, for which various classical solutions exist (e.g., Finite Elements). We describe in the following our simplified implementation, which is based on existing techniques.

We rely on a triangular mesh to represent the free form surface on which details are to be created. We define the reference state as the length $l_0$ of each edge and the mean curvature $\kappa_0$ at each vertex. We consider the $l_0$ values as the rest length of the edges, which will be updated according to the growth. Thus this is a virtual reference state, since it is only locally attainable. After having applied the user defined expansion or contraction acting on the $l_0$, we rely on an iterative solver to compute the new surface equilibrium. Each iteration moves the vertices in order to decrease surface stress. The stress is obtained by comparing the present location to the local reference state. In the following $\vec{l}$ is the edge length and $\kappa$ is the mean curvature over the iterations. Our surface can be oriented, allowing surface growth on a preferred side (e.g., if the surface corresponds to the boundary of a filled volume). This is done by providing oriented normals $\vec{N}$. Figure 3. Interactive painting of folds in the paint coat around a bolt (see Figure 2). Here, the dark ellipse on the tool figures the amount and direction of expansion as compared to the identity (figured by the light circle). The tool orientation follows the direction of the mouse.
Here is the overview of our algorithm, which we will describe in detail in the following sections:
- apply expansion or contraction on the surface by modifying the rest-length values $l_0$;
- optimize the mesh (possibly by adding or deleting edges);
- iterate small displacements $\varepsilon F$ that decreases the stress.

In case of huge expansion, this scheme has to be adapted. We deal about this in Section 4.5.

4.1. Expansion

The expansion acts on the edge lengths: given the expansion tensor field $\tau(u, v)$, an edge $l$ is lengthened by a factor $\sqrt{\tau(l)}$. In practice we integrate $\tau(u, v)$ along the edge to get the mean value. MIP-mapping of the expansion texture could be used as well.

4.2. Optimizing the mesh

While the initial mesh can be sparse, modeling small details requires a dense final mesh. We rely on mesh subdivision to fit with the required wavelength and the scale of local parameters gradients. Moreover we re-triangulate deformed triangles adaptively in order to maintain a good triangulation quality. Mesh subdivision and retriangulation are important in practice for stability and performance issues. We implemented edge swap, edge splitting and edge collapse (see Figure 4) using Delaunay inspired criterion applied to free surfaces (see for instance [30]). We flip edges to maximize the minimum angle triangles. We simply split an edge when its length or when the angle between the normals at its vertices exceeds a limit (these limits are defined by the user) Moreover, we insert vertices where the expansion gradient is important in order to maintain accuracy of our simulation. Edge collapse is done on the contrary case using smaller limits to ensure an hysteresis between these two operations (this keeps the stability of the mesh configuration).

4.3. Evaluating the stress

As for classical Finite Elements the strain can be obtained from the location of vertices and the rest lengths. We rely on the Green-Lagrange tensor (1) rather than the Cauchy tensor since it is more adapted to large deformation and not too complicated to evaluate (see discussions about this choice in [8]). We evaluate this tensor at each triangle. It is represented by a $2 \times 2$ matrix:

$$ (\varepsilon)_{ij} = \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x^j} \cdot \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x^i} \right) - \delta_{ij} $$

where $\delta$ is the Kronecker delta function $^1$ and $(\Omega_1, \Omega_2)$ is a local coordinate system of the element. This tensor gives the deformation between the triangle in the reference state (defined by its rest lengths) and its present state.

Then the stress tensor $\sigma$ can be deduced using the Hook’s law (assuming isotropic linear elasticity), yielding the forces $F$ at the vertices:

$$ \sigma = \lambda tr(\varepsilon)I + 2\mu \varepsilon $$

where $\mu$ represents the surface rigidity and $\lambda$ measures its incompressibility. See for instance [19], where the problem is exposed in 3D. Since we deal with a 2D free form surface, this has to be restricted to flat 2D, then adapted to curved shapes.

The forces which express the tangential deformation of the surface are deduced from $\sigma$. At each node $i$ we sum the contributions $F_{ki}$ of triangles $k$ which shared the vertex $i$ where:

$$ F_{ki} = \frac{-a_{0k}}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{3} x_j \sum_{a=1}^{2} \sum_{b=1}^{2} (L^{kj})_a (L^{kj})_b (\sigma)_{ab} $$

$a_{0k}$ is the area of the triangle $k$, and $L^{kj}$ its linear basis vector for the node $j$. This vector depends only on the rest lengths. $x_j$ is the vertex $j$ 3D position. The sum of $F_{ki}$ is first projected in the tangent plane.

Then surface curvature forces $F^{\kappa}$ and normal stress $F^{\mathbf{N}}$ have to be added. $F^{\kappa}$ is a restoring force which tends to smooth the surface by limiting the difference of curvature as compared to the reference state. $F^{\mathbf{N}}$ is a folding forces which translates the triangle compression into a displacement along the normal. We also use it to control the fold shapes. In order to avoid the complexity of the shell theory, we use simplifications inspired by [10]: we chose

$$ F^{\kappa} = -k_{\kappa} (\kappa - \kappa_0) \mathbf{N} $$
$$ F^{\mathbf{N}} = (k_p (\kappa - \kappa_0) + k_p) C_\alpha \mathbf{N} $$

$\kappa$ and $\mathbf{N}$ are computed using the same neighbor vertices interpolation as [10]. $k_{\kappa}$ and $k_p$ are two constants. $k_{\kappa}$ is a
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$^1\delta_{ij}$ equals 1 if $i=j$ and equals 0 otherwise.
bias allowing to push the surface in a preferred direction ($\hat{N}$ or -$\hat{N}$). If no direction is preferred $k_p$, could be zero, but it is better to set it at each vertex using small random values. This avoid flat surfaces to get stuck in 2D despite having a high internal constraint. $C_a$ is the area compression rate of the dilated surface. Considering the cell around a vertex, we have:

$$C_a = \sum_{i} a_{0i} - a_{i}$$

(6)

where $a_0$ and $a_i$ are the rest and actual triangle areas (deduced from the edge length $l_0$ and $l_i$). $f(\kappa)$ is a function which controls the shape of folds. We explain how to choose it in the next paragraph.

Note that all the forces are relatively independent of the discretization. They are more accurate in case of almost equilateral and smaller triangles but there is no bias. If an equilibrated surface is subdivided the same shape will be kept except for small numerical errors.

4.4. Controlling the folds shape

We introduce $\kappa^* = \kappa + L(\kappa)$ where $L$ is a smoothing kernel. We chose $f(\kappa) = \sigma(\kappa^*)$ where $\sigma()$ is a sigmoid $^2$. For high $\kappa^*$ we only want to know in which direction to push the surface. Let us illustrate this in 1D with $L = \nu \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2}$. At equilibrium we have $F = 0$, thus $\kappa^* = 0$. So $\kappa + \nu \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} = 0$, yielding $\kappa = \cos(\frac{x}{\lambda})$. Thus to get folds with a wavelength $\lambda$, one has to choose $\nu = (\frac{\lambda}{2\pi})^2$ in the smoothing kernel. In fact, we use an anisotropic operator: the value in the folding direction is chosen as above, and the coefficient in the orthogonal direction ($i.e.$, along the folds) is chosen according to the desired fold regularity. Similarly, we chose $\nu_y = (\frac{\Lambda}{2\pi})^2$ with $\Lambda$ the desired ‘coherency length’ of the folds (see Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Tuning of the wavelength $\lambda$ and the regularity $\Lambda$.](image)

4.5. Modification of the algorithm in case of huge expansion

If the amount of expansion is reasonable, enlarging the rest lengths in one step is sufficient. Otherwise it is better to iterate, applying successive steps of partial expansion and surface equilibrium.

For very huge expansion (for morphogenesis which is beyond the scope of this paper) it is necessary to add plasticity in order to avoid accumulating undissipated stress in the surface. Plasticity corresponds to fading the memory of the initial state, which is done by relaxation of the rest length: at each iteration $l_0$ is replaced by $(1 - \varepsilon)l_0 + \varepsilon l_i$. It can be useful to add some plasticity even in the scope of modeling surface details, especially if the expansion field is complex enough so that some stress cannot be released. Otherwise folds could look distorted.

4.6. Optimizations

In our implementation we rely on several classes of optimization:

- As mentioned in Section 4.2, we adapt the mesh to the needs of the simulation.
- Our solver uses a different time step for each vertex in order to spend time only where needed. This adaptation is done in the spirit of [8]. We calculate the maximum time step allowable for each point. The smallest of them defines $dt$. If a vertex $i$ requires a time step $dt_i \in [2^n dt, 2^{n+1} dt]$, we update its forces only when the time is a multiple of $2^n dt$.
- In the case of interactive design, we maintain an active area outside which no calculation is done. The interactive tool expands or contracts a limited circular area on the surface. We consider a larger circular area around it, where the surface aspect is likely to be affected. We activate the simulation only in this area. An iteration counter attached to the included vertices is set, then a vertex is deactivated when its counter reach zero.

5. Results

In Figure 7 (on the color page at the end of the paper), we show an uniform unidirectional expansion with small wavelength and low regularity, and with large wavelength and higher regularity. For comparison, we show on the left the folds of a real plastic cover. On the right of the figure we present gathers simply obtained by painting the expansion as a narrow band in the map. On the right image of Figure 1, we used an increasing amount of expansion from the top to the bottom of the surface, and activated sticking. The sticking is equivalent to gravity force plus collision de-

---

$^2$A sigmoid is a monotonous function varying from -1 to 1 with a fast transition around 0.
tection with the floor of an horizontal surface. It results in positive folds separated by relatively flat areas.

In Figure 8, a circular unidirectional expansion is applied in a reduced ring area (the map is on the left end), with various tunings of wavelength and regularity: On the left the wavelength is very small and the regularity almost zero so that the pattern looks random. On the right end the wavelength is large and the regularity is higher so that the pattern shows more organized folds.

Figure 9 shows a CG scrunchy with various amount of expansion. It is obtained from a torus shape, by dilating largely along the large circle direction and slightly along the small circle direction as figured in the left. Like in reality, the surface has to be kept narrow to avoid getting simply a smooth inflated torus. In reality this is done by inserting a rubber band inside. We achieve this by inserting a small rigid torus inside the large soft torus (i.e. collision detection prevents the large torus to grow wide instead of folding). Other solutions can be used to achieve this purpose: in the middle image of Figure 1, we defined several rigid bands on the surface (which is much equivalent to real clothes with underwire). Despite the fact that no self-intersecting test is done, the curvature smoothing is able to prevent from local self-intersections (a pure geometric deformation method such as displacement mapping would not achieve this). Without any test distant folds can intersect, however. But it appears that this generally occurs for an amount of expansion greater than three (see Figure 6). Further expansion on Figure 9 would probably shows such self-intersections.

Figure 6. For large expansion (typically more than three) neighbor folds might intersect.

Although the purpose of this paper is limited to modeling surface details, we experimented with more fancy expansion textures which affect the shapes globally. In future work, this should allow us to go towards morphogenesis methods for modeling complex shapes. We present here some preliminary results: Figure 10 shows a brain shape obtained by the uniform isotropic expansion of a sphere, and a set of blisters obtained by using an expansion map (shown on the right) with smooth spots of isotropic expansion. Figure 11 shows square surfaces getting curved after applying isotropic expansion on limited parts of their surfaces. The map yielding the first shape is figured at the middle.

6. Conclusion

We have introduced the new paradigm of expansion textures which allows the user to specify the aspect of folded surfaces at a higher level of control, i.e. without having to shape precisely the folds as one has to do using displacement maps or direct modeling. The user designs the folded areas, the amount and direction of folding and possible constraints on the surface. To do this, the user uses interactive parameter painting tools or maps (either explicit or procedural), following a workflow much similar to texturing. Although the calculation of equilibrium surface has strong similarities with physical simulation solvers, our approach is far more compatible with the kind of knowledge and wishes of an artist: the users need to know only the kind of shape they want, and not the history of forces that should be applied in reality to get the result (moreover, numerous famous sculptures show very exaggerated folds that are probably non-physical).

For further work we will introduce self-collisions in our implementation to prevent neighboring folds from intersecting. We would also like to study the direct generation of bump maps. Our long-term goal is to experiment with morphogenesis, i.e. the modeling of shapes which are mainly due to the result of growth. Since this implies large orders of magnitude in the amount of expansion, we are especially interested in the definition of procedural expansion textures having fractal properties.
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Figure 7. Regular folds (left is a real image of a plastic cover), gathers.

Figure 8. Coat folded in a ring area.

Figure 9. Scrunchy obtained from a torus.

Figure 10. Circumvolution shapes.

Figure 11. Non-uniformly growing squares.